Quick Ship
The Stone Source Quick Ship Program is designed to support projects with tight schedules. Twenty of our most popular items are included in the program. With the Stone Source Quick Ship Program, you can obtain large quantities of material, available for immediate shipment.
ALLURE

A series of colored-body porcelain tile with the look of marbled stone. Allure conveys the strength, character, and temperament of the stone on which this collection is inspired. The veins have been carefully treated to highlight the personality of this material.

Anthracite
Soft Bush-Hammered
24”x24”

Grey
Soft Bush-Hammered
18”x36”
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A series of colored-body porcelain tile with the look of industrial concrete. A broad range of different materials inspired by reinforced concrete in its modern version, an homage to the determined charm of industrial concrete.

**Cinder-Block Soft**
24”x24”

**Matrix-Mist Natural**
12”x24”

**ARENA**
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Mist–Plain
Natural
12”x24”

Nickel – Block
Natural
24”x24”

ARENA

A series of colored-body porcelain tile with the look of industrial concrete. A broad range of different materials inspired by reinforced concrete in its modern version, an homage to the determined charm of industrial concrete.
Evo-Q is a series of inkjet, through-color porcelain tiles designed with neutral shades, delicate, modern colors and minimalist styles. The series has the feeling of natural stone enriched with texture and depth.

Light Grey
Natural
12”x24”
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Ground is a series of colored-body porcelain tile with the look of natural stone.

Black
Natural
24”x24”
Q-STONE

Q-Stone is a series of porcelain tiles that mimic the look of quartzite.

Grey
Matte
12”x24”
Resorts is a series of colored-body porcelain tile with the look of natural quartzite and limestone. It is manufactured with HD technology, which gives the material a realistic appearance of texture.
Stone Source Locations

MID-ATLANTIC

SHOWROOMS
NASHVILLE
2910 SISTCO DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
615.244.6448

WASHINGTON DC
1129 20TH ST. NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
202.265.5900

SALES OFFICE
PHILADELPHIA
202.265.5900

WAREHOUSE
NASHVILLE
2930 SISTCO DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
615.244.6448

REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
DC, DE, FL, GA, MD, NC, PA,
SC, TN, VA, WV

NEW ENGLAND

SHOWROOM
BOSTON
311 SUMMER ST.
BOSTON, MA 02210
617.671.0900

REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT

MIDWEST & TEXAS

SHOWROOMS
CHICAGO
205 W. WACKER DR
CHICAGO, IL 60606
312.335.9900

DALLAS
1825 MARKET CENTER BLVD.
DALLAS, TX 75207
469.893.4200

HOUSTON
4900 WOODWAY DR.
HOUSTON, TX 77056
832.608.6370

WAREHOUSE
CHICAGO
1760 N. KINGSBURY ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60614
773.305.0086

REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
AL, AR, CO, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY,
LA, MI, MN, MO, MS, NE, NM,
OH, OK, SD, TX, UT, WI

NEW YORK

SHOWROOMS
EAST HAMPTON
34 PARK PLACE
EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
631.324.7497

NEW JERSEY
350 STARKE RD.
CARLSTADT, NJ 07072
201.549.7400

WAREHOUSE
NEW YORK
215 PARK AVE. SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10003
212.949.6400

REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
CT (FAIRFIELD CO.), NJ, NY

WESTERN REGION

SHOWROOM
LOS ANGELES
5429 MC CONNELL AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
213.880.1155

SALES OFFICES
ORANGE COUNTY & SAN DIEGO
949.329.5514

PHOENIX
714.988.9561

LAS VEGAS
714.988.9561

SAN FRANCISCO,
N. CALIFORNIA & HAWAII
415.840.2800

SEATTLE
206.439.2400

WAREHOUSE
LOS ANGELES
5429 MC CONNELL AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
323.274.1992

REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
AZ, CA, HI, ID, MT, NV, OR,
WA, WY
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